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Since its debut more than 15 years ago, the BMW X3 has been pushing the boundaries of compact 
SUV capabilities. While this model is designed to be compact, that doesn’t stop it from making 
waves when it comes to performance, comfort, convenience, and technology.

In this BMW X3 Buyer’s Guide, you’ll find all kinds of information about the 2019 BMW X3 that 
will help you decide if this model is the right fit for you. You’ll learn about all different aspects of this 
model, including the following:

Its many capable and high-performance powertrain options
Its expansively spacious interior and stylish exterior
Its many luxurious comfort and convenience features
Its top-of-the-line entertainment technologies
Its state-of-the-art driver-assistive safety systems

After reading through this buyer’s guide, you’ll have a clear understanding of what this model 
brings to the table and how it can fit into your unique lifestyle. Let’s get started by getting an 
overview of the specifications that the BMW X3 has to offer!

BMW X3 
Buyer’s Guide
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2019 BMW X3 
at a Glance

Seating: Up to 5 passengers
Cargo Space: 28.7 cubic feet/62.7 cubic feet
Engine Options: 2.0L TwinPower turbo 4-cylinder/3.0L TwinPower turbo V6
Transmission: 8-speed STEPTRONIC® automatic with Sport and Manual shift modes
Drivetrain: xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive system
Power Output: 248 to 355 horsepower/258 to 365 lb-ft of torque
Best MPG: Up to an EPA-estimated 23 city/30 highway MPG
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The 2019 BMW X3 is classified as a compact SUV, which falls almost squarely in between a sedan 
and an SUV. This body type provides the best of both worlds with spacious seating for five and 
nimble handling as well as an expansive amount of cargo room. To accommodate all of this, the 
BMW X3 sports the following exterior measurements:

Exterior & Interior 
Dimensions

Curb Weight 4,034 pounds – 4,317 pounds

Height 66 inches

Length 74.4 inches – 74.7 inches

Width 185.9 inches – 186.1 inches

Wheelbase 112.8 inches
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On top of all the space you and your passengers will have, you’ll also have plenty of room for all your 
cargo. With all five seats in place, you’ll have 28.7 cubic feet of cargo space to take advantage of 
behind the second row of seats.

For even more cargo space, utilize this model’s 40/20/40 split-folding rear seats to get the perfect 
passenger-to-cargo ratio. Put all three of the rear seats down to take advantage of the BMW X3’s 
62.7 total cubic feet of cargo space.

Front Row Second Row

Headroom 41.1 inches 41.1 inches

Legroom 40.3 inches 36.4 inches

Shoulder Room 57.6 inches 56 inches

Inside the BMW X3, each of the five passengers will have plenty of room to spread out and get 
comfortable with the following interior measurements:
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The 2019 BMW X3 is one powerful luxury SUV. Standardly, this model is powered by a 
2.0L TwinPower turbo 4-cylinder engine. With this engine, you’ll get the perfect balance 
between power and efficiency since it produces 248 horsepower, 258 lb-ft of torque, and an 
EPA-estimated 23 city/30 highway MPG.

For even more power, you can opt for the BMW X3 M40i trim level, which is equipped with a 
high-powered 3.0L TwinPower turbo V6 engine. This engine not only pumps out a whopping 355 
horsepower and 365 lb-ft of torque, but it also gives the X3 the capability to go from 0 to 60 MPH 
in just 4.6 seconds.1 The BMW X3 can also reach a top speed of 155 MPH with this engine and 
an increased top-speed limiter.2

Both engines work alongside an 8-speed STEPTRONIC® automatic transmission with Sport 
and Manual Shift modes as well as paddle shifters. You’ll also get a standard Driving Dynamics 
Control system with three unique drive modes that you can select from: ECO PRO, COMFORT, 
and SPORT.

The BMW X3 also comes standardly equipped with a front-wheel drivetrain that can be swapped 
out for an available xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive system. This system, which comes standard 
on the xDrive30i and M40i trim levels, monitors the road that you’re driving on and adjusts 
accordingly to give you the best grip on the road possible.

Under the Hood 
of the BMW X3
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CAR BUYING 101:
Understanding Auto Loans

Luxurious Comfort 
& Convenience
As a luxury compact SUV, the 2019 BMW X3 prioritizes comfort and convenience. For starters, 
you’ll get 10-way power-adjustable front sport seats that include 2-way power side bolsters and 
a memory system for the driver’s seat. You’ll also get a standard leather-wrapped steering wheel 
and a three-zone automatic climate control system that sports separate front left/right and rear 
temperature distribution controls, so everyone is in charge of their own climate.

The BMW X3 is just getting started with these standard comfort features, though. You’ll also be 
able to opt for the following features to enhance comfort even more in this model:

14-way power-adjustable front seats with 4-way lumbar support
Heated and ventilated front seats
Heated rear seats and sport steering wheel
Top-of-the-line leather seating surfaces

The interior of the BMW X3 isn’t just comfortable, though. This model is built for convenience 
with its Comfort Access feature. With this feature, you’ll be able to lock, unlock, and open the 
doors as well as the tailgate without having to get your keys out. You’ll also have a standard 
engine start/stop button.
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Inside the 2019 BMW X3, you’ll find all kinds of impressive technology features, starting with 
an iDrive infotainment system. With this system, you’ll get a 6.5-inch touchscreen display that’s 
conveniently affixed to the front dashboard right where you can see it. This system also sports a 
wide variety of helpful connectivity features.

Use this system to make hands-free phone calls via standard Bluetooth® or access all your 
favorite smartphone apps via available Apple CarPlay™ smartphone app integration. Enhance the 
connectivity in the X3 even more with an available built-in 4G LTE Wi-Fi® hotspot. No matter what 
you want to do with your iDrive system, you can do so using natural voice commands.

You can also upgrade this system to include turn-by-turn navigation with advanced real-time 
traffic information to help you stay on schedule. Follow along on the infotainment screen or on the 
optional head-up display that is projected onto the windshield. This display also delivers speed limit 
notifications, collision warnings, and more information right in your line of sight.

The intuitiveness of the BMW X3 is endless with even more available advanced technology features 
to choose from. Opt for a wireless charging pad to keep your smartphone juiced up while you’re 
on the go or streaming your favorite tunes through the X3’s available 16-speaker Harman Kardon® 
audio system.

Top-of-the-Line 
Technology
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The 2019 BMW X3 isn’t just proficient in terms of entertainment technology—this model also 
goes above and beyond to keep you and your passengers safe. The X3 can be equipped with an 
array of advanced safety and security features. Choose from the following features:

These advanced safety features are designed to act like a co-pilot by using a series of advanced 
exterior sensors to monitor the surroundings of your vehicle. When they detect another vehicle, an 
object, or a pedestrian, they’ll give you an audible and a visual warning, so you can react in time. 
If you don’t react in time, they’ll automatically apply the brakes to help you prevent the collision or 
reduce damage as much as possible.

In addition to these advanced safety features that are designed to help you prevent collisions, 
the BMW X3 also offers several features that help prevent theft of your vehicle. One such feature 
is the optional 3D Surround View feature that you get with the BMW Connected App. Right on 
your smartphone, you can get a bird’s-eye view of your vehicle while it’s parked to ensure the 
surroundings are safe.

Advanced Active 
Safety Features

Standard Safety Features Optional Safety Features

Rear view camera
Park Distance Control

Active Guard with Frontal Collision Warning 
Automatic City Collision Mitigation

Daytime Pedestrian Detection
Traffic Sign Recognition

Lane Departure Warning
Active Lane Keeping Assistant

Blind Spot Detection
Active Cruise Control with Stop & Go

Parking Assistant Plus
3D Surround View Camera
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Experience the 
2019 BMW X3!
As you can see, the 2019 BMW X3 offers all kinds of impressive features inside and out that will 
change the way you commute and explore. Whether you’re heading down the highway to the office, 
running errands around town on a busy Saturday, catering boxes across the state for a big move, or 
scaling the side of a mountain, the BMW X3 is a great partner to have.

However, what you learned in this comprehensive BMW X3 Buyer’s Guide is just the tip of the 
iceberg of what the BMW X3 can do. Now that you’ve had a taste of what the 2019 BMW X3, 
it’s time to locate your local BMW dealership and get behind the wheel of a test drive.

When you call your local BMW dealership, one of their friendly sales professionals can set you up 
with a test drive that fits in your schedule. Enjoy your ride in the 2019 BMW X3!

1 BMW AG preliminary test results. Actual acceleration results may vary, depending on specification of vehicle; road and environmental conditions; 
testing procedures and driving style. These results should be used for comparison only and verification should not be attempted on public roads. 
BMW urges you to obey all posted speed laws and always wear safety belts.
2 Top speed limited electronically. 


